TARDIS at MSFRIC??
No, it’s a charging station sponsored by the Air Force Library Program!

Regular Library Hours
Mon-Thurs 0730-2100
Fri 0730-1700
Sat 1100-1700
Sun Closed

Documents Hours
Mon-Fri 0800-1700

Map Room Hours
Mon-Fri 1300-1500

Phone Numbers
Reference 953-2888
Circulation 953-2230
Documents 953-2501
Interlibrary Loan 953-7223

CLOSED 1-3 SEPTEMBER
LABOR DAY HOLIDAYS

MSFRIC LUNCH & LEARNS
• September 5, Noon: Find targeted, relevant military articles in the AULIMP
• September 18, Noon: Communication Squadron Overview: Learn how they work and what tips & tricks are available to you for successfully resolving IT problems
• September 26, Noon: Innovation Lab overview & resources

TARDIS at MSFRIC?? No, it’s a charging station sponsored by the Air Force Library Program!

INNOVATION LAB GRAND OPENING!!
The MSFRIC Innovation Lab is expected to open in September. Among the highlights are a 3-D printer, HTC Vive Pro, and virtual reality equipment. The lab will be available to AU faculty and students for course and government-related work. You can find the lab just next to the circulation desk.

September’s Feature: Innovation

WHERE’S INTERLIBRARY LOAN?
The Interlibrary Loan Office has relocated from the annex to the main building in Room 173, next to the reference librarians. Same great staff; same great service. Look for the purple wreath on the door.

NEW BOOKS

- Crosby, Robert, Jr. Inspiring innovation: examining the operational, policy, and technical contributions made by Vice Admiral Samuel L. Gravely Jr. and his successors. Naval War College Press, 2018. 359.009236073 C949i
- du Sautoy, Marcus. The great unknown: seven journeys to the frontiers of science. Viking, 2016. 500 D612g
- Kean, Sam. Caesar’s last breath: decoding the secrets of the air around us. Little, Brown and Company, 2017. 551.51 K24c
- Merchant, Brian. The one device: the secret history of the iPhone. Little, Brown and Company, 2017. 363.1799 M822r
- Pyle, Rod. Amazing stories of the space age: true tales of Nazis in orbit, soldiers on the moon, orphaned martian robots, and other fascinating accounts from the annals of spaceflight. Prometheus Books, 2017. 629.409 P999a
- Rabkin, Jeremy and John Yoo. Striking power: how cyber, robots, and space weapons change the rules for war. Encounter Books, 2017. 341.63 R116s

INNOVATION TECH DATABASES

INNOVATION TECH JOURNALS